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The basis for comparing convergence rates of sequences used here

is as follows: If {xp\ converges to X and {yp\ converges to Y, then

" {xP} converges faster than [yp\ " means thatlim„,c0(»;n — A')/(yn— Y)

= 0. Similarly, if Yap and Y^v are convergent complex series, then

" Yap  converges  faster  than   Y°p"   means  that

00 /        00

lim Y ap /  Y bP = 0
tt—* «>   p=n *        p=n

[3]. "A sequence-to-sequence transformation A is rate (of con-

vergence) invariant" means that if each of x and Ax is a conver-

gent sequence, then neither sequence converges faster than the

other. If {xp} and {yp} diverge to «>, then " {yp} diverges faster

than {*?}" means that limnH.M xn/yn = 0.

In this note, certain matrices, regarded here as sequence-to-se-

quence transformations, which are convergence invariant (sum only

convergent sequences) are given and shown to be rate invariant. In

general, a convergence invariant matrix need not be rate invariant,

as shown by the following example. Suppose \xp\ converges to 1,

xP7*l, XpT^O, p=i, 2, 3, • • • . Let A be the diagonal matrix such

that au = Xi, and let x' = {l/xp}. Then Ax' converges faster than x',

while y=\l, 1, 1, • • • } converges faster than Ay. Thus the con-

vergence invariant matrix A speeds up convergence in one case and

slows it down in another.

As a corollary to our study, we have the result (Theorem 3) that if

{pi} is a complex sequence such that Yai and YP&i converge or

diverge together for all choices of Yai> then for each series Y°i

which is convergent, neither of the series Y°¡ and YP&i converges

faster than the other, i.e., the series Y°* and YP^i are rate invari-

ant.

Theorem 1. // 23|ap| converges and dp-^k, then the convergence

preserving matrix A = (apq), defined by aPt = 0 if q>p, apq = dp if p — q,

aPQ = at if q<p, speeds up the convergence of some null sequence if and

only if k = 0.

Proof. Suppose k^O, but there exists a complex sequence x= {xp}
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convergent to 0 such that Ax converges faster than x. Let Ax= \yv)

and note that lim„<00 yn= 2"-i apxp. Let limn,œ yn = Y. Thus our as-

sumption is that lim¿_M (y,— y)/(x¿ —0) =0, which means that x con-

tains at most a finite number of zero terms. Let A be a positive

integer such that if q>N, then xq9^0. Thus, if n>N, then

yn — Y anxn + an+ixn+i + ■ ■ •
(I)- = dn-

xn      U xH

We note that for infinitely many values of i, |x¿| è | xi+J>|,

p=l, 2, 3, ■ ■ • , since x converges to 0. Hence, since 2lap| con~

verges,

aiXi + ai+ixi+i + ■
lim inf

i—* oo

= 0,

and therefore, since our assumption, in light of (1), implies that

lirrij,.^ (apxp+ap+ixp+i+ ■ ■ • )/xp exists, we have

aiXi + ai+ixi+i + ■ • •
hm-= 0.
i->» Xi

Thus from (1) and the fact that dp-^k, we see that

lim (yi - Y)/(xi - 0) = k ^ 0.
¿—♦oo

But this is a contradiction. Hence if k^O, there exists no complex

null sequence x such that Ax converges faster than x.

On the other hand, if k = 0, it is easily seen from (1) that any null

sequence x= [xp\ such that for each positive integer i, \xi\ > \xi+p\,

p=l, 2, 3, • ■ ■ , has the property that Ax converges faster than x.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

We now add a condition to the hypothesis of Theorem 1 which

gives a kind of "translation" property and makes the conclusion valid

for convergent sequences which need not be null.

Theorem 2. If the complex sequence {dp} is of bounded variation, k

beingits limit, and ap = dp—dp+i, p = l, 2, 3, • ■ • , then the matrix A, as

defined in the statement of Theorem 1, speeds up the convergence of some

sequence if and only if k = 0.

Proof. Suppose kr^O, but there exists x= \xp} convergent to X

such that Ax converges faster than x. Let A be a positive integer

such that if n>N, then xny¿X. Denote Ax by \yp\ and let limn,M yn
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= F. Our assumption is that lim»^ (yn— Y)/(xn — X) = 0. If n>N,

then

00

yn — Y = dnxn — kX — Y a<Xi

00 00

= d„xn — X Y a¡ + Y aÁx - Xi) — kX

00

= dnxn -dnX+kX+Y at(X - xi) - kX,

and so

F                an(X - xn) + an+i(X - xn+i) +
= d„ + —-

xn-X

As in the proof of Theorem 1,

I ai(X — xi) + ai+i(X — Xi+i) +
liminf

«-»00

= 0,

and so lim,-.„o (ji~ F)/(x¿ — X) = £^0, which contradicts the assump-

tion that Ax converges faster than x.

If k = 0, then, as in the proof of Theorem 1, any null sequence

x — {xp ~ X) such that for each positive integer i, \Xi — X\

> \Xi+p — X\, p=l, 2, 3, • • • , has the property that Ax converges

faster than x. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 3. If Yt-N \^~Pí+i/Pí\ converges for some N, then for

each convergent series Yai< ^e series Ya< and YP&i are raie invari-

ant.

Proof. Suppose no pi = 0. Let H=(hi,) and H' = (h'tj) be matrices

defined as follows [l]:

ha = \

0 if i < j,

Pi if * = j,

Pi - Pi+i if j < i,

0 if i < j,

h'a =  \ 1/pi if i = j,

UPl - 1/fc+i if J < i-

It is easily verified that if Yap is a complex series, then H transforms

the sequence \ai + a2 + • • • + a;}i-i into the sequence

[piai+p2a2+ ■ ■ ■ +pifii}T-i and H-H' = H'-H = I (the identity

matrix). Since Y\1— Pi+i/P\\ converges, {p(} converges to a com-

plex  number   k 9± 0  and   each   of   the  series   52|£«+i — Pi\   and
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^Z\l/pi+i~l/Pi\ converges [2]. Hence H and H' both have the

properties attributed to the matrix A of Theorem 2, and the prin-

cipal diagonals converge, respectively, to k^O and l/k. Thus by

Theorem 2, for each convergent series YZa» neither of the series

X)ai and 2í¿0¡ converges faster than the other. In case some

pi = 0, we consider {pi}^ and the series ^¿1^0,- and 2<™tf £»a>>

where pi^O for t = N, and the proof is similar to the above.

As partial converses of Theorem 3, we have the two theorems which

follow.

Theorem 4. If {pi} is such that H is convergence preserving and

for each convergent series 2Zo¿, the series 2a« and ^Zpi&i are rate in-

variant, then 2i-tf 11 — Pi+i/Pi\ converges for some N.

Proof. Consider first the case that no pi = 0. Suppose H' is not

convergence preserving. This means that S<"i | P»+i—#><| converges

and {pi} converges to 0. Hence by Theorem 2 there exists a sequence

x such that Hx converges faster than x. Thus for the hypothesis to

hold, both H and H' must be convergence preserving, and so

^Zrí-i I l~Pi+i/Pi\ converges, and the proof is complete for the case

we considered. In case some £, = 0, the proof is similar, since there

exists N such that pi^O for i^N.

Theorem 5. If {pi} is such that H' is convergence preserving and for

each convergent series ^£¿a¿, the series 2a> and ^Zpiai are rate in-

variant, then ^Zrf-i \l~Pi+i/Pi\ converges.

Proof. Suppose H is not convergence preserving. Then |/>,-|—»«>

as t—»oo. Hence by Theorem 2, there exists a convergent sequence x

such that H'x converges faster than x. But this is a contradiction,

and so H is convergence preserving. Thus X)*"i \l~Pi+i/P*\ con_

verges, and the proof is complete.

The remainder of the paper is devoted to theorems which involve

divergence, but which are analogous to some of the above theorems.

The proof of Theorem 6 will be given, but the proof of Theorem 7

will be omitted because of the similarity with Theorem 3.

Theorem 6. If ^Z\ap\ converges and dp—*k?£Q, then the matrix A,

as defined in Theorem 1, has the following properties:

(a) there exists a sequence x such that both x and Ax diverge to °°, and

(b) if both x and A x diverge to co, then x does not diverge faster than

Ax.

Proof. We will prove (b) first. Suppose *= {xp} and Ax both

diverge to » and * diverges faster than Ax. Let Ax= {cp}. Then
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lim„..w cn/xn = 0. Let Ni be a positive integer such that Xj^O if

i>Ni. Let N2>1 be an integer such that ]Cp-ifJai>| <|^|/2- Let

N>Ni+N2. Then if n>N, we have

cn      aiXi + a2x2 + - • ■ + an-ixn-i + dnxn

(2)   *"
ai^i + • • ■ + aNr-iXN,-!     (XjvjXjvj + • • ■ + a„_i£n_i

= dn H-■-■-1-•
xn xn

We note that for infinitely many values of i, |x»| ^ |*i-j| > J = li 2,

■ ■ ■ , i— 1, since x diverges to ». Thus

lim inf
aN¡xNt + ■ • ■ + ai_i*i_i

<

Thus from our assumption that lim«..«, cn/xn exists, we see from (2)

that lim^oo | Cí/xí\ > \ k\ /2 >0. But this is a contradiction of the as-

sumption that x diverges faster than Ax.

To prove (a), we let x— {xp} be any sequence which diverges to

» such that |x„| <|xn+1|, » = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • . Let Ax= {yP}. Then

from (2) we see that lim infj.,,*, |y</x¿| > |&|/2. Hence {yp} diverges

to ».

Theorem 7. If Yî°-N 11— Pi+i/P*\ converges for some N and Ya<

and Ypia¡ diverge to », then neither series diverges faster than the

other.
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